
                                                                                                                          
 

                                                              
 

Anaconda in English 

Love and Passion Part 3 

Möt delfinskötaren Mel och delfinen Reggae på Jamaica, Harry Potter fans på 
Platform 9 3/4, Kings's Cross, London och Twilight-stjärnorna Robert Pattison och 
Kristen Stewart.  

Dialogövningar 

A______________________________________________________________  
B It felt soft, smooth and mushy, like a person’s skin. It was like gliding on ice with the hand. 

A ______________________________________________________________ 
B Yes, you can! You can look a dolphin in the face and tell by the expression that it’s 
intelligent. 
 

A ______________________________________________________________ 
B Well, I don’t like the idea of having to have a chaperone around watching me all the time. 

A ______________________________________________________________ 
B I saw it on the internet and thought it would be a good idea to come down here and have a 
look. 
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     Innehållsfrågor            

 

 How did Melanie Wilson feel when 
she first touched a dolphin? 

 

 What did Kristen Stewart think about 
kissing Taylor Lautner (Jake)? 

 

 Why did Robert Pattinson think the 
moment after the kissing scene was  
a sweet one? 

 

 What are the students doing at King’s 
Cross? 

 

 How do you get to platform 9 ¾? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Diskussionsfrågor 

Many people like dolphins, they go swimming with 
them, wear jewellery with shapes of dolphins and 
even get tattoos of dolphins. Why do you think it is 
that dolphins are so popular? Is it the same with 
other water-living creatures? Which animals do 
you think are the most popular ones, and why?   
 
Kristen Stewart and Robert Pattinson talk about 
Edward’s more traditional values when it comes to 
relationships. What are traditional values to you? 
Are they the same today or have they changed, do 
you think? If they are different, which do you prefer 
and why? Explain your thoughts! 
 
In creating the world of Hogwarts, J.K. Rowling 
added the Harry Potter world into that of our own. 
People now travel to London to see platform 9 ¾ 
and the entrance to Diagon Alley. Can you think of 
other modern phenomena from movies, books and 
literature that have left imprints in our world? Can 
you think of such places in Sweden? Why do you 
think it is that people are so interested in places 
where something happened in a book or a movie? 


